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WOMEN WHO WANT ABORTIONS FOUND TO
BE WITCHES WHO SURVIVED SALEM

BIRMINGHAM , AL -- Many people have been struggling to understand the

reasons behind the recent Alabama Abortion Ban . Democrats have

accused Republicans of “weaponizing” abortion as a drastic measure for

the upcoming 2020 election cycle . Alabama governor Kay Ivey has come

under massive amounts of scrutiny after signing the ban and her tweet

stating “that every life is a sacred gift from God” despite that whole

“separation of church and state” thing but fuck that , right?

 

However , governor Ivey has come back with a more in-depth reasoning

behind the ban . In a recent press conference , Ivey stated :

“The Alabama Human Life Protection Act is an extra measure in the 400-

year-long battle against Witchcraft . Recent scientific discoveries have

found that all those women they drowned have actually been hibernating

at the bottoms of lakes and ponds all these years , plotting their revenge .

It ’s been proven that abortion is a plot by witches to overthrow human

kind and that [the act] is there to weed out those wretched Roald Dahl

characters .”



TRUMP ADMITS
HE’S BEEN
SMOKING CRACK
“FOR, LIKE, A
REALLY LONG
TIME”

WASHINGTON , D .C . -- Last

Saturday , at a White House

conference , President Trump

told a sea of reporters that the

reasoning behind his outbreaks ,

inappropriate tweets , and years

of out-of-line comments is that

he ’s been smoking crack “for ,

like , a really long time .” When

pressed with questions

regarding his crack usage , Trump

had this to say :

“Crack is awesome . It makes my

pee pee tingle and God knows

that everything I ’ve ever done

has been motivated by penile

sensations . Sexual assault? Penis .

Outbursts? Embarrassment of my

tiny schlong . Running for

president? I hoped the power

would convince Melania to touch

it on her own and not by having

my butler drag her across the

room by her wrists . And you

know what? I ’m done with the

tiny hand jokes . When I hold my

dick , my little hands make it

look bigger and I ’m okay with

that and when you ’re high on

crack , things look cooler and my

hands look fucking massive .”



19-YEAR-OLD CREEP
CURES DEPRESSION

PORTLAND , OR -- On Tuesday afternoon , 18-year-old Carmen Jones

took to her Twitter and her forty-thousand followers to talk about her

ongoing struggle with depression and anxiety . This discussion was

expressed through a twenty-tweet-long thread where she talked

about the years of abuse she has experienced from her family and

partners . In the thread , Jones talked about her experiences in therapy

and hospitals and the many different medicines she ’s been prescribed

over the years , among other things . Luckily for her , about ten tweets

in , a young man with the username @fuckbitchesgetmoney420 came

to her emotional rescue with this artistry of a tweet :

Who would ’ve guessed that just five illiterate words would cure years

of self-hatred and doubt?

 

We reached out to resident Psychologist , Dr . Karlie Webber , to get her

take on this revolutionary stance of the most common mental illness .

She stated that “if we had known that it was this easy , we could have

prevented over 47 ,000 suicides in the last year alone . I never would ’ve

guessed that all it took was a lot of stupidity and the reduction of

women to just their bodies .”


